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alright, you guys. Congrats. You did it. You finished the cleanse. You finished? Not even a three day 

cleanse. You finished a three week, full, 30 day cleanse and detox program, and you gotta give yourself a 

round of applause. I mean, seriously, it's a huge deal that most people don't do. Just like I talked in the 

last video is you were getting into week three and just encouraged you really? Look at this and really see 

what you did over the course of 30 days. 

 

Restricting things and taking out things that you're used to is hard. It's really hard. Okay, I totally get it. 

Um, and what I want to encourage you with is moving forward from here on. This is the part of, um, like, 

really planning this. That and these in the next few steps, a few days that are really gonna make or break 

a lot of the results. You got not make a break in the sense of like the results you got didn't matter during 

the cleanse 

 

I really did. But to maintain those results and keep getting results moving forward, this is really key. So 

let's talk about finishing well and I love talking about it in that sense, because I feel like it really does 

speak to what we want to do. We want to finish Well, what? To finish the detox. Well, and we want to 

continue on the things that we've learned and continue all the things that were really right. Now if you 

did the cleanse really strictly, like I didn't like the recommended then there are a few things you really 

need to know. 

 

If you didn't do the cleanse really strictly, he just wanted a couple things. Moving back into kind of a 

normal diet is not a big deal. Like it's not gonna change your body that much. You really don't need to 

worry about it. And you can kind of role in to more of a routine  on what you're used to doing. Okay, But 

if you weren't really strict and you took out a lot of the different foods that you're used to, here's some 

things in some tips that I recommended that we recommended to patients for almost two decades to 

help you move into eating Maur normal. 

 

You know, use inquisitions were normal. Without it, they could use taking without a kind of reversing a 

lot of the results you got. All right, number one, the main name of the game is go slow. Okay. You want 

to go slow if you're adding foods back in and I'm gonna give you a little bit of a reintroduction schedule 

in just a second as we get to, I think it's number five. Number one is Just go slow. You know, don't get 

down with your plans and rush out and get a giant pizza with a Dr Pepper. 

 

Like I'm gonna guarantee you if you do that. And if you have done that, if you've already finished the 

cleanse and you got in and I didn't get this video out there before you did it, you probably got really sick. 

Like that's probably gonna happen because your body literally got out of the habit and isn't used to 
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eating that heavy of food. And so I can't handle that many things, right? So there's certain things you 

gotta really kind of like add in a little bit slower and stay a little bit more bland, 

 

a little bit lighter of the foods. You're adding it back in. So that you give yourself a little bit of a chance to 

kind of get back. I want to talk to you as we go through this about the things that we want to keep it. So 

we'll get to that right. Number two key thing is you're adding in different foods because you're gonna 

find that a lot of the foods that you were used to eating before you did the cleanse. Once you try them 

again, now they're gonna taste really dry. 

 

But you're gonna be like, My gosh, how did I choke this down all this time? Like meat, for instance. 

Chicken tastes like eating sawdust. Love it. It's got great flavor. You need the protein. Obviously, you 

need the amino acids, but it'll be really, really dry. So just make sure I heard about this all the time to 

drink lots of water, Step two drink, drink, really hydrate in the reintroduction phase so that you're 

constantly moving your hydration flew through your helping with your kidneys helping with digestion. 

 

Because, as you add in more than meets you, and you add in more of the heavier foods and either the 

higher glycemic foods and things like that like potatoes stuff. As you add some of that back in, you want 

to make sure you're really hydrated so that your body can't process it well on can move into your 

intestines minutes really important game, so make sure you're drinking plenty of water. Into that note, I 

would really specifically stick with water for a while. Getting back into the cleanse getting back off the 

cleanse. 

 

Rather, you know, as far as coffee goes, you're gonna have to kind of gauge that on your own. You 

know, I stuck to and have stuck with a decaf as I transitioned out of my cleanse because I just did so 

well. My sleep cycles were so much better. So you just need to really choose that on your own. But for 

the daily thing and around your meals, let's stick with water for at least the first week or two. After the 

cleanse, you let me have boundaries Number three as you're adding these things back in, 

 

and I'm gonna give you a schedule in a minute of some things, and how they go about in your mind's 

really is just kind of a mental outlook on what you need to do the food, pay attention to how you feel on 

those foods. Really been tension like this step is probably the most important because you're gonna eat 

a few foods and then you're gonna get, like, really heavy or really bloated feeling. Or you may have, like, 

extra gas or a headache or something. You're gonna go on us or we'll have anything at all. 
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Is it Is it really normal? It's not. It's not normal. They have symptoms like that after after you eat. So 

what you need to pay attention to is if you say okay, 

 

I'm gonna add in whatever food back in for interest, whatever. Just, for example, movie popcorn, 

 

you wanna have it and you eat some of it. And you feel horrible than really listen to that, 

 

Because at this stage, this is the perfect opportunity for you to be able to really tell and really specifically 

here, 

 

your body tell you what it needs and what it wants and what it doesn't want. And what doesn't like. 

 

You've done a good job over a course of a month of literally getting down to the basics of diet and 

allowing your body to reset and to really cleanse it. 

 

heal, so now when you start ending things back in, you will know really quickly the things that are 

negatively affecting your body and its function and the things that are not or that aren't that are actually 

really benefiting you. 

 

But you feel better on right. And so you could really look at that and see what things work best for you. 

 

For example, for me I found as I'm adding some meats back in, I am doing really good with meats like 

fish. 

 

Uh, some chicken and turkey. I've been great with that. But when I add in much red meat, 

 

I feel like I'm not really heavy. I feel sluggish and almost get a headache from that. And so I know. 
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Okay, I need to wait on that. And I eat these other these other types of meat and types of protein so 

that I'm not having that same effect. 

 

Okay. And that maybe something like you may start adding and cheeses again, but there's a certain 

cheese that really messes up your stomach. 

 

You get a lot of gas, a lot of digestive disturbance. Listen to that. That isn't You know, 

 

that isn't something to just kind of, like, you know, brush over. Because at this point, 

 

because you haven't had so many of these things in the last few weeks, your body knows what it needs 

and not like it's not confused at this point. 

 

Like it can tell you really accurately. Okay. All right. Step number four, we're gonna add in foods one at a 

time. 

 

Now again, if you finished your cleanse, part of you guys had finished up along with me, and so we're a 

little bit ahead of this schedule. 

 

But if you finish up your cleanse and you kind of added things back in, okay, you're good. 

 

Just, you know, really listen to your body. You're just now transitioning off like a lot of the people that 

are in this group that you need to add foods back in and think about adding them in one at a time. 

 

So let's talk about kind of what that would look like. All right, So what kind of a list here and some 

examples of what they would look like And some things that kind of add in and how to kind of go about 

giving yourself a little bit of extra cushion on the time before you had something else back in. 

 

So there's really two parts for this. The reason that we want to add them in one at a time is if you had 

seven things in. 
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You really don't know what's making you feel bad. If you don't feel great at that point, right, 

 

that's that's number one. The second thing is, is we want to give the body time to be able to process 

these foods that were running back and you repeat it hasn't had any in this and weeks, 

 

okay? And so we don't want to overwhelm it. We don't want to cause inflammation inside your digestive 

system. 

 

We don't wanna mess of your bowels literally, because you've given it such a specific diet over the last 

month and we want to really easy it. 

 

Okay, so here's a really great schedule to start adding some foods. And now this may not be exactly how 

you add them back in, 

 

like which foods for saying. But this is a really good example of how to kind of intimate. So let's talk 

about it at the beginning of we added potatoes, 

 

right. then add in potatoes Give it a day or two and an in like sweet potatoes. You haven't done that 

already. 

 

You can add in. Let's say you add in white potatoes and add that in because you haven't had in a month. 

 

Give it a couple of days, see how you do. Then you can add in different types of rice, 

 

Right? Then on the second or third day looks that you add in rice for one meal. Give it a day or two. 

 

Okay, this is specifically if you haven't added it in at the end of the cleanse or you didn't keep it at right 

at that end, 
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and you're adding in meat, pick one meat, add it in, but they give it a few days. 

 

Give it one or two days, 3 to 4 days. See how your body does, like have a little bit each of those days, 

 

and then, if you don't feel good, if you start to feel like we said, like really sluggish or you just feel 

bloated or gassy or pain or you get diarrhea or any other things, 

 

back off, pull that food back out. Wait. I give it another week or two is your adding other things in and 

then try to add that back it. 

 

Okay, there's gonna be certain things that as you're clearing your body and during it, cleanse like this 

that it will clear out a lot of different foods that you were regularly eating. 

 

But you might actually be allergic to Okay. And so one of the things that the cleanse does is it will reset 

those allergies, 

 

and it could either do one of two things. Either one. It will make it to where you're no longer allergic to 

that food or to the second possibility that might happen is there might have been an underlying allergy 

to a food that you really like, 

 

like corn or certain types of nuts or something like that. And you didn't realize it because you weren't 

having a reaction. 

 

And then after the cleanse, because you really supported your digestive system, you were feeding it all 

this fiber and probiotics and eating well. 

 

The sensitivity level went up, and now you really feel it and you can feel that allergy response for the 

body when you have that certain foods really pay attention, 
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and if you need to pull that feedback out. Wait. Give it a couple weeks as your reintroducing other foods 

before you try it again. 

 

And they kind of gauge where your body is at that. Okay, on this really brings us to number five. 

 

Like, let's talk about, uh, making permanent changes And some of the things that you learned about 

your body and some of the things that you tried and then on this plans that you want to continue 

moving forward. 

 

So, so, so key. This is something that I think that people leave out because I think that we go. 

 

Oh, well, that was really awesome during the cleanse I'm so glad I did that detox. Now I can get back to 

my Slurpees and movie popcorn 

 

Well, you can absolutely can. But I hope that you see how much better you feel doing a program like 

this. 

 

And you get this chance because you've reset your taste buds over the last few weeks. Get this chance 

this window of opportunity to be able to make certain long term permanent changes. 

 

Not that you can't change later on and, like, have some here and there really resetting the balance of 

what you should be eating and how much of certain foods that probably aren't as good for your body. 

 

How much of those you're taking it. So let's talk about a few of these things that I want you to really 

think about and to be conscious of, 

 

not feel guilty about it. Eat them, but just go. Okay? Maybe this isn't something I need consistently, 

 

uh, or at all, depending on your body and what's going on. OK, the top one. And this is one it for me. 
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I have tried the limit in the past and I'm doing a cleanse again for this last little bit. Really took it out and 

saw such great changes is blue on. 

 

This is a change permanently. I mean, it's better for all of this Anyway, it's better for my kids is better for 

for Cindy my wife. 

 

And so we're really trying hard to keep all of the gluten out of our dying on dso going would be one that 

maybe you talk about that. 

 

If you have an autoimmune condition. You really look at the gluten you have a thyroid problem or a gut 

issue, 

 

you need to maybe look at permanently leaving gluten out of your diet. Okay, now we have so many 

good alternatives in so many different resource is to be able to replace gluten. 

 

It's a lot simpler than it used to be. So look at that artificial sweeteners. There is no need for you to have 

artificial sweeteners in your diet if you're eating or drinking things that have artificial sweeteners in it. 

 

By now you have a good opportunity to add in different products so that you're not getting those. I 

would really have sugar, 

 

even though the next right here I put sugar amounts like Like we need to really be conscious of how 

much sugar we're taking it in a day or a week's time so that we're not really punishing our pancreas and 

punishing our body and our adrenal glands by the amount of sugar that we're taking in and that we're 

not covering up a really bad quarters. 

 

or adrenal problem with sugar, you know, like that can happen. You just, 

 

like, keep eating so much sugar to keep your energy levels up. If you ever stop, you crash because your 

adrenal glands are so exhausted that may be a real thing. 
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And if that's you, you made it to look at doing my 90 day adrenal reset program. That would be a great 

one for you to look at as an extension and as a second step after finishing this 30 day detox. 

 

Okay, on this one, the next one I put on here is portion size. Hey, portion size I realized on mine. 

 

Ah, lot of the different meals and something we were doing were really good quality food. I just would 

eat two or three plates of it that throws off your macros, 

 

and it's gonna throw off. You know, the way that the body can break down those foods. It's a portion 

size is really important only eating when you're really hungry, 

 

stopping when you're full. I'm not pushing past that one thing that I know that you notice because I 

noticed this every time I do it. 

 

Cleanse is how easy it is to realize when you're done eating when you're eating salads versus when 

you're eating processed foods or bread or meat and stuff like that, 

 

right? Did you notice this? Did you notice how easy it was to go. I'm done eating. 

 

I'm full. Got it. Except for now, you really can't tell when you're totally full until you're like really get full. 

 

When you're eating some foods, they don't have a lot of those live enzymes in there, and that's the 

difference from a salad. 

 

And in that those those plant based diets that you're eating, uh, in the cleanse there's enzymes in there. 

 

There's active enzymes telling your body when you've had enough. Okay, so beneficial in a really good 

you know, 
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just a really good reminder that we don't need as much food as we think. Especially we're not elite 

athletes, 

 

you know, or whatever. I think a lot of us eat like we are still, you know, 

 

top level athletes. But we're not doing top level athlete things on the body. Can't really break that down. 

 

That's problematic. Last one I have on here is hydration. What are you hydrating with? That's the first 

question, 

 

and how much is the second push, you know, are you hydrating with monster drinks on energy drinks? 

 

Are you hydrating with coffee all day with a frappuccino ice cram in a cup drinks all day? Are you 

hydrating with cokes and soft drinks 

 

Or you hydrating with water sparkling water, you know, with electrolyte drops in your water, essential 

oils and your water. 

 

I mean, what are you hydrating with and how much we we need to get? At least let's say 75% of our 

body weight announces in a day. 

 

I know half our body weight announces in a day is what is normally recommended. That's base level. 

That's if you never get off the couch. 

 

Okay, that's it. You don't have four, almost five kids like me, and you're not going all over the place that 

you don't have all these different things to handle. 

 

That's half your body weight announces in the day. And I don't even hit that most days, right? 
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Like when the weather is not warm and high and you're not like sweating and getting hot, you don't 

really feel like drinking a lot. 

 

One thing that we found that really helps us drink a lot is ice, like having good quality ice because it 

changes the texture of the drink, 

 

and it just makes it more fun. So find something like that to make it more fun add Citrus essential oils in 

your water and coconut water into your water. 

 

You take like, you know, announce for two ounces of coconut water and had that into a big bottle of 

water. 

 

And it makes it, uh, tastier. And it makes it where you absorb more and you actually hydrate better. 

 

It's a great ah, great, like athletic drink. Coconut water is it's really amazing. And so the amount is really 

important that way. 

 

That you're hydrating is really important and move before it's one of the things that's gonna help you 

detox the most on really, 

 

really specifically feed your body. Okay, All right, well, I hope this has been a great program for you. 

 

I hope you've worried a lot about yourself. I hope you've learned a lot about detoxing and cleansing and 

how to do this and how to go about it. 

 

It's not hard, but it's let's say it's not complicated, but it's definitely not easy to do a cleanse. 

 

You know, I say that all the time. I'm like health is simple. It's just not easy. 
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Well, that kind of goes with all of us like cleansing is simple. It's just not easy. You know, 

 

it's uneasy to say I'm not gonna drink coffee for a month. That's not easy, especially for this guy. 

 

Not easy at all. But it is very simple, right? It's not easy to say I'm not gonna have meat for at least 10 to 

14 days in the cleanse 

 

That's not That's not easy, but it is very simple to take things out, and you see how well your body does  

 

You start to live it certain things that you crave all the time, and you start to push that envelope of what 

makes your body work best right? 

 

And so I hope you learned a whole lot of things. Hope you took some notes on to help you journal about 

it. 

 

I hope after this program, if you're not a member of the site of Doctorjimbob.com 

 

I would love to have you as a monthly or yearly member because we do different programs like this 

every single month. 

 

We have content in every single month. We have a new members only Facebook Group on top, with the 

social media platform on the Web site for you guys to interact with and So after this cleanse, 

 

it's going and you go through this program as just a cleanse participant, you'll lose access to the site. 

 

You'll lose access to those Facebook group because it's it's set for time. But if you become a monthly or 

yearly member, 

 

you get ongoing access to that. You could go back to any of the programs that you participate in. 
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Take them again with overstuffed, and you always can get into those and you get all the new ones that 

come up as well. 

 

I love it. I love you guys. I love how hard you guys have working, seeing all of the results that you've 

gotten. 

 

And so start from here. Start moving forward and having really good, intentional changes in your diet. 

And I know you're gonna keep saying great results. 

 

All right, take care and be well 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


